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Summary:
I.  General idea: denoising functions on Euclidean

space ---> denoising in index/gene space

II.  Applications in computational biology:  cancer
 classification

III.  Extensions: pathway methods



IV.  Extensions: arbitrary structure on the index space
- conceptual structures



1.  Motivation:

We live in a time of massive feature vectors for
classification.

In computational biology, these include (per tissue
sample):



Features Cardinality
Gene expression array values 20K
Single Nucleotide Polymorphism (Ilumina) 500K
Methylation and Phosphorylation data 200K
Gene copy number data (Agilent) 250K

TOTAL: ~1,000K

Total numbers of DNA biomarkers available are
approaching 3 x 10 , since each DNA base will be a*

biomarker once full genome sequencing is common.



Machine Learning
Example:  Gene expression arrays and inference

An RNA-seq gene expression array produces 
approximately 20k gene-level biomarkers describing
a tissue sample:

http://www.polyomics.gla.ac.uk/event-rnaseq2014.html;  Broad Institute



Machine Learning
Result:  for each subject tissue sample , obtain=

feature vector:

FÐ=Ñ œ œ ÐB ßá ß B Ñx " #!ß!!!

œ feature vector of gene expression levels

Can we classify tissues this way?

If this is an ovarian cancer tissue sample:



Machine Learning
 Questions:

(a) What type of cancer is it? 

(b)  What is prognosis if untreated?

(c)  What will be the reaction to standard
chemotherapies?



Machine Learning
Goals:

1. Differentiate two different but similar cancers.

2.  Determine the future course of a cancer

3.  Determine what chemical agents the cancer will
respond to

4.  Understand genetic origins and pathways of cancer

Basic difficulties:  few samples (e.g., 30-200);  high
dimension (e.g.,  - )."! "!% '



Machine Learning
Curse of dimensionality - too few samples and too

many parameters (dimensions) to fit them.

Primary Problem:
ì Problems in machine learning (ML) often involve
noisy input data   (particularly inx œ ÐB ßá ß B Ñ" :

computational biology).

ì ML classification methods have in some cases
reached limiting accuracies on 'standard' ML
datasets



Machine Learning
An approach:
ì An important step to greater accuracy in ML requires
incorporation of prior structural information on data

ì A potentially important regularization involves
denoising of feature vectors using Tikhonovalone 
and related regularization methods usually used on
functions .0 À Ä‘ ‘:

ì These are denoted as unsupervised regularization
methods -- they use Lagrangian optimization
functionals like in supervised learning.



Machine Learning
ì This viewpoint takes feature vectors asÖB ×; ;œ"

8

functions on their indices , and requires continuity;
with respect to graph or proximity structures on the .;

ì Two standard function regularzation methods on ,‘:

local averaging and kernel regression, are adapted
here to unsupervised regularization.

ì Result is improved feature vector recovery and thus
subsequent improved classification/regression done
with improved feature vectors.

ì An example in gene expression analysis for cancer
classification with the genome as index space for
gene expression feature vectors.



Machine Learning

ì Here noise in data is viewed as a source of
complexity; feature vector regularization denoises by
seeking less complex data forms.



Machine Learning
2.  SVM as a tool

Method:  Support vector machine (SVM)

Procedure: look at feature space  in which  lives,J Ð=ÑF
and differentiate examples of one and the other
cancer with a hyperplane:



SVM as a tool

Train machine:  take  subjects with different8 œ &!
responses to therapy , locate their feature vectorsT
in , labeling them as unresponsive or responsive.J



SVM as a tool
Other machine learning methods can also discriminate

feature vectors with respect to prognosis, response
to therapies, etc.

Our data is obtained in collaboration with TCGA (the
Cancer Genome Atlas).



Machine learning vs. classical statistics
3. The principle:  more is more

Past:  too many variables spoil the statistics;  < 50
variables

 was typical requirement

Present:  more is better

Machine learning allows massive integration of
relationship information:

On a gene level:



Machine learning vs. classical statistics
   protein-protein interactionsè
   coexpressionè
   gene ontologyè
   pathway connectionsè

Machine learning allows seamless combination of
many different data types using kernel matrices

Kernel trick:  incorporate relational information into a
kernel matrix:  for genes  and :1 13 4

K34 3 4 3 4œ OÐ1 ß 1 Ñ œ 1 1'closeness' of  and 

as measured by above relationship information.



Machine learning vs. classical statistics
Each type of gene relation gives a different kernel

matrix.



Machine learning vs. classical statistics

To integrate information in kernel matrices ,KÐ"Ñ

K KÐ#Ñ Ð8Ñßá ß , we form the sum,

K K Kœ á  ÞÐ"Ñ Ð8Ñ

which incorporates all these measures into one.

Information types (for example, in The Cancer
Genome

 Atlas, TCGA) contain:
  Gene expression (microarray)è
  Single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) informationè
  è Methylation, epigenetic information
  Gene copy numbersè
 micro-RNA (miRNA) dataè



Noisy biomarkers
4.  Problem:  biomarkers are noisy!

Gene expression is non-self-replicating (microarray
example):



Noisy biomarkers
Affymetrix Agilent Amersham Mergen

Human liver vs. human heart: 3904/22,283 (18%)
Human liver vs. human liver: 3875/22,283 (17%)
Human heart vs. human heart: 4026/22,283 (18%)

Human liver vs. human heart: 6963/14,159 (49%)
Human liver vs. human liver: 5129/14,159 (36%)
Human heart vs. human heart: 1204/18,006 (6%)

Human liver vs. human heart: 8572/11,904 (72%)
Human liver vs. human liver: 2811/11,904 (24%)
Human heart vs. human heart: 3515/11,904 (30%)

Heart replicates Heart replicates Heart replicates Heart replicates

Heart:Liver Heart:Liver Heart:Liver Heart:Liver

Human liver vs. human heart: 2595/9970 (26%)
Human liver vs. human liver: 318/9778 (3%)
Human heart vs. human heart: 454/9772 (5%)

How to clean up the noise?  Use the same methods as
denoising functions in Euclidean space.



Noisy biomarkers

Figure:  smoothing of gene copy number arrays using wavelet denoising.
Huang, et al. http://www.biomedcentral.com/content/pdf/1471-2164-9-S2-S17.pdf

What methods help in denoising functions on
Euclidean spaces?



Noisy biomarkers

1.  Local averaging (Haar wavelet denoising) - above

2.  Smoothing using convolutions    0ÐBÑ Ä 0‡1ÐBÑß

 where  is say a Gaussian kernel.1ÐBÑ œ /"

#
B Î#È 1

#

3.  More generally, smoothing using kernel regression:

0ÐBÑ Ä OÐBß B Ñ  ,
3

3 3α

4.  Spectral smoothing - filtering high spectral
components of a function:



Noisy biomarkers

http://www.scilab.org/product/man/DesignEllipticFilter.html

and many other modes.

Rapaport, Vert, et al. (2007) have used spectral
methods for denoising gene expression arrays.



Euclidean denoising on gene space

5.  How to transfer Euclidean space methods to
gene space?

One can use similar methods for denoising gene
expression arrays, and more generally machine
learning (ML) feature vectors.

Gene expression arrays:  Given a gene expression
feature vector , we can x œ ÐB ß B ßá ß B Ñ" # : view it as a
function on its indices  K œ Ö"ß #ßá ß :× or
equivalently the genes 1 ßá ß 1 Þ" :



Euclidean denoising on gene space

Purpose:  if index set  has a distance measure (e.g.K
a metric or network structure), and thus a notion of
when two points  in  are 'close', then we will try3ß 4 K
to use this metric structure similarly to Euclidean
metric to eliminate noise.

In Euclidean space denoising of a function  is0Ð Ñx
done using continuity, i.e.,

l0 Ð Ñ  0Ð Ñl .Ð ß Ñx y x y small when  is small.



Euclidean denoising on gene space
In ML denoising can be done when we expect

l0 Ð3Ñ  0Ð4Ñl .Ð3ß 4Ñ ß small when  is small

where  is a distance measure on indices  (e.g.. 3ß 4
genes)

Genes in a network: if index  represents gene  and 3 1 43

represents gene , and if nodes  and  are close1 1 14 3 4

in the gene network, we believe their expressions B3

and  should be close to each other.B4

Note this is an unsupervised method which can
regularize feature vectors for any classifier (e.g.,
SVM, random forest, k-nearest neighbors, etc.)



Formalities
6.  More formally:

Given distance structure (e.g., metric or network) on
the index set  (e.g. genes) of a basis for a featureK
space , so that  isJ − Jx

x œ

B
B
ã
B

Ô ×Ö ÙÖ Ù
Õ Ø

"

#

:

with index .K œ Ö"ß #ßá ß :×

View features  as a function on theB œ 0Ð;Ñ œ 0Ð1 Ñ; ;

indices  (the ).; feature function



Formalities

Model features (e.g. gene expressions)

B œ 0Ð1 Ñ œ 0 Ð1 Ñ  Ð1 Ñß; ; " ; ;%

where  represents noise  and  is the 'true'%3 " ;ß 0 Ð1 Ñ
expression signal.



Formalities

Base space  for feature vector  (gene network)K 0Ð1Ñ x œ
Lu, et al.  http://www.nature.com/msb/journal/v3/n1/full/msb4100138.html



Formalities
Now consider a smoothing transformation  on  toX 0Ð1Ñ

smooth out noise:

Mapping  gives0Ð1Ñ Ä XÐ0Ð1ÑÑ

X Ð0Ð1ÑÑ œ XÐ0 Ð1ÑÑ  XÐ Ð1ÑÑ" % .

Transformation  will differ from the trueXÐ0 Ð1ÑÑ"

expression , so we have introduced bias0 Ð1Ñ"

If  regularization parameter (cluster size)5 œ



Formalities

loss of signal through bias increase:
(*)    0  XÐ0 Ñ" "   (increases with 5Ñ

However, the smoothing  of noise  will quenchXÐ Ð1ÑÑ% %
it: averaging over  genes will reduce 5 Ä% %"

5È
Gain in signal through variance decrease
(**)        % % "

5È (decreases with )5

For some value of regularization parameter  the bias5
loss in (*) is balanced by the variance gain in **)Ð Þ



Formalities
This is the usual bias-variance dilemma - when do we

quench so much noise (**) that the increase (*) in
bias is overcome?

Principle: local averaging eliminates noise.



Formalities
7.  Some theorems -

Theorem.  (a) Let  be a space of feature vectors withJ
basis  whose indices  form a graphÖ, × ;; ;−K

structure.  Let  be a noisy feature0 Ð;Ñ œ 0Ð;Ñ  Ð;Ñ" (
vector with  independent Gaussian noise.  Let(
Ö À ! Ÿ > Ÿ X×Y>  be a filter (an family of increasingly
refined partititions of  based on graph clustering.)K
Then the regularization  of obtained by0 Ð;Ñ 0"> "

averaging the noisy function  over the clusters0 Ð;Ñ"

in  has an error that decreases and thenY>

increases, so there is a  for which the averaging>  !
regularization is optimal.

(b)  This holds also if the above averaging
regularization is replaced by support vector



Formalities
regression using a Gaussian graph kernel, i.e., local
kernel averaging helps regularize feature vectors.



Example: Local averaging
8.  Example:  local averaging noise reduction

Using the protein-protein interaction (PPI) gene
network as an example:  consider differentiation of
metastatic and non-metastatic breast cancer (Wang;
van de Vijver).



Example: Local averaging
Wang data set:

 93 metastatic
 183 non-metastatic

van de Vijver data set:
 
 79 metastatic
 216 non-metastatic

How to predict metastasis?

Strategy - regularize the feature vectors before the
classification begins.



Example: Local averaging
Regularizer for feature vectors:  clustering using PPI

network and then averaging over clusters

Classifier:  SVM

Results:

Area under ROC curve improved by 5% to 20%



Example: Local averaging

Performance of local averaging of microarray data
locally averaged in PPI network



Support vector regression

9.  Performance using support vector regression:

In Euclidean space: replace noisy gene expression
function by a regularized one based on support
vector regression (here  represents a variableB œ 1
gene in base space gene network)

0ÐBÑ Ä 0ÐBÑ œ OÐBß B Ñ  ,
3œ"

8

3 3α

for selected points (centers) , where  is aÖB × OÐBß CÑ3 3

kernel which gives a metric between genes  and .B C



Support vector regression
Example: in our gene space kernel

OÐBß CÑ œ  graph diffusion kernel 

(heat kernel on gene network graph).



Support vector regression
Regularized function  is optimizer of0ÐBÑ œ 0Ð1Ñ

objective fn.

0 œ PÐ0Ð1 Ñß D Ñ  m0m ßargmin
0Ð1Ñ 4

4 4 O
#-

where  gene1 œ 44
>2

 fn  on genes (regularized0Ð1Ñ œ 0ÐBÑ œ Þ
expressions),

  original measured expression on gene D œ 44

 PÐ0Ð1 Ñß D Ñ œ Ðl0Ð1 Ñ  D l  Ñ4 4 4 4
%

  loss function (difference between measuredœ
   and regularized gene expression)
 regularization parameter - œ



Support vector regression
m0m œ 0 OO norm of  with respect to kernel 

Regularization done within clusters of genes, grouped
by similar expressions in the training set



Support vector regression



Support vector regression
Support vector regression performance (expression

clustering followed by regression in each cluster)
There are other potential gene metrics based on gene

networks derived gene ontology (GO), gene copy
number information (in cancer), etc.

Summary:
ì 0Ð ÑRegularization of classification functions  forx
x − ‘: is standardly done using Tikhonov
regularization functionals:

_ αÐ0Ñ œ l0Ð Ñ  C l  ll0 ll Þ
3

3 3
# #x

ì The success of such methods suggests that similar
methods might be used in a different stage of the



Support vector regression
machine learning process, the formation of the
feature vector  itself, which is nowx œ ÐB ßá ß B Ñ" :

viewed as a  .feature function B œ 0Ð;Ñ;

ì The spatial structure of  in regularization is‘:

replaced by a structure on the index space  (the setK
of indices , e.g. the set of genes).;

ì We denote this as unsupervised regularization.

ì This regularization denoising of feature vectors is a
pre-processing step  to any supervised learningprior
of the data.



Questions
Some further questions:

1. Are separations into the above biomarkers 
together with regularization the best way to
structure the index sets of feature vectors?

a hierarchical SVM (feature vectors are based on a
tree structure for feature indices)

ì parses feature information like the brain;

ì  leads to both better predictability and better
clinically

 applicable biomarker sets e.g., in cancer analysis



Questions
2.  What is the best way to translate detailed

biomarker-based algorithms into clinical
practice?

There is a lack of standard individual gene biomarkers
in microarrays

Pathway-based biomarkers work toward the model of
hierarchical SVM and have proved to be much more
stable in classyfing cancers.



Questions
3.  How should we integrate genomic (SNP,
mutation, copy number) information with
expression and epigenetic information to classify
cancer prognoses and therapeutics?

Cancer causes a cascade of changes:

ì starts with inherited SNPs/ mutations

ì augmented by one or more somatic mutations

ì result is a causal tree of subsequent cell changes

ì SNP/mutation data provide information on the root
of this tree



Questions

ì expression information reveals changes in the
branches and leaves



Questions
Challenge:  to integrate information which propagates

from the causes at top to effects below.



Copy number signatures
10 Better cancer signatures:  gene copy numberÞ

Method:   Agilent copy number arrays from TCGA
(The Cancer Genome Atlas) for Glioma patients:

250 k DNA markers with local copy signals

CopyArray algorithm translates 250k Agilent copy
signals to 15k gene-level copy signals - a pseudo-
microarray

Allows analysis of cancer copy number arrays using
microarray software (e.g., GSEA, clustering
software, etc.)



Copy number signatures

Scientific American



Copy number signatures



Copy number signatures

  http://www.science.ngfn.de/dateien/N3KR-
S04T04_Weber.pdf



Copy number signatures

204 glioma tissue samples (horizontal) / 200 genes
(vertical)

CopyArray:  Natural clustering:  5 groups of genes
which co-varyn within subjects --> reduced
CopyArray dimensionality can summarize copy
number information in 5 dimensional feature vector
for phenotype prediction/clustering.



Copy number signatures

(Dimensionality reduction tool)

Ongoing: use of cluster-based reduced features for
prediction of phenotypes (e.g. survival time)



TCGA datasets
11.  Cancer genomics:  TCGA

The cancer genome atlas (TCGA) provides high-
quality cancer data for large scale analysis by many
groups:



Cancer genomics: TCGA

 



Cancer genomics: TCGA
 



Cancer genomics: TCGA
 



Some results
12.  Some results:

Discrimination of survival time in ovarian cancer:
better biomarkers.

Imagine a microarray which measures metabolic
pathway activation instead of gene activation:



Some results

Problem with genes:  there are too many of them!

Gene expression microarrays are massively
redundant; feature vector  will often discriminatex



Some results
cancer from normal tissue with 100% accuracy (e.g.
as in ovarian cancer, glioma).

Complete discriminative set of genes from one TCGA
database (e.g. UNC) is sometimes completely
different from complete set for another (e.g. Broad
institute).



Stable biomarkers:   hierarchical SVM

Pathway biomarkers are much more robust and non-
redundant than gene biomarkers - they are
canonical.

Most significant pathways can be extracted from most
significant gene biomarkers



Stable biomarkers: hierarchical SVM



Stable biomarkers: hierarchical SVM

Clinical applications - standardized biomarkers:

Form SVM from feature vectors with e.g. 120 pathway
strength biomarkers:

x œ

:
:
:
ã

:

Ô ×Ö ÙÖ ÙÖ ÙÖ Ù
Õ Ø

"

#

$

"20

with pathway strengths  based on microexpression:3
gene activities in .:3



Stable biomarkers: hierarchical SVM
Use machine learning methods on standardized

biomarkers.

Expectation:   in near future these will form a
standard portion of clincal data.

Further stable biomarkers:  genes selected by
pathway membership

Given pathway , select most important genes:3
Ö1 × § :34 4 3.

(a)  These can be the 'leading edge' genes chosen
using GSEA (gene set enrichment analysis), or
genes  in path  with highest SVM weights .1 : A34 3 34



Stable biomarkers: hierarchical SVM

These genes again form a set of biomarkers which is
stable under change of data source.

(b) The genes can be selected from SVM weights.  If  
SVM decision function is

0Ð Ñ œ †  ,x w x ,

where  is microarray feature vector and  vectorx w œ
¼ L to separating hyperplane .

Large components of represent the geneA3 w 
components in feature space which are most
important.



Stable biomarkers: hierarchical SVM
Directions  with largest values  represent genes 3 A 13 3

in a fixed pathway  that form a canonical set.:



Stable biomarkers: hierarchical SVM
In small dimensional spaces (higher on the tree) the

ordering of features is much more consistent than in
high dimensional spaces.

This yields consistent feature (pathway) biomarkers.

In addition, in each pathway we have canonical genes
(most significant) in addition to above canonical
pathways.



Pathway applications to SVM discrimination
Application to SVM discrimination:

TCGA:  Consider discrimination between metastatic
and non-metastatic cancer.

Example:  Breast cancer metastasis data

Wang:

 93 metastatic
 183 non-metastatic

van de Vijver:
 
 79 metastatic



Pathway applications to SVM discrimination
 216 non-metastatic

Here we show that  our stable biomarker methods give
better performance than standard single gene control
methods:

 



Pathway applications to SVM discrimination

ðóóóóóóóóóóóóñóóóóóóóóóóóóòCanonical gene methods ðóóóóóóñóóóóóóòPathway methodðóóóóóóóóñóóósingle gene co

GG:  leading edge genes;   GG_W:  leading edge
genes weighted

PG:  Pathway biomarkers;   S#:  control single gene
classification

Single gene control 300:  control single gene
classification using top 300 Fisher selected genes

Significantly, they provide more stability in choice of
significant aggregate and non-aggregate biomarkers:



Pathway applications to SVM discrimination

Important pathways  in Wang study overlap:3
significantly with those in the van de Vijver study:



Pathway applications to SVM discrimination

This is a significant overlap of biomarkers for selecting
40 pathways out of 200.



Pathway applications to SVM discrimination

:-value:  with Poisson approximation we have

- œ 8: œ %! † œ )Þ
%!

#!!

Thus have:  overlappingTÐ   "% Ñ œ TÐW   "%Ñ
where  is Poisson with parameter , gettingW œ )-
: œ Þ!$%#.

There is a clear signal here, obscured by
sample/condition fluctuations, which indicates
pathways worthy of biological investigation for roles
in metastasis.

Some suspects in this role



Pathway applications to SVM discrimination

Complement and coagulation cascades:  proteolytic
cascade in blood plasma and a mediator of innate
immunity, a nonspecific defense mechanism against
pathogens.

Arachodinic acid metabolism:  Arachodinic acid is
metabolized to both pro- and anti-inflammatory
elements
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arachidonic_acid

Cell cycle pathway:  well known links to cancer

DNA polymerase pathway:  strongly linked to DNA
repair



Pathway applications to SVM discrimination

Bladder cancer pathway

Stability of gene/hierarchical biomarkers:



Pathway applications to SVM discrimination

 
         ðóóóóóóóóñóóóóóóóóòhierarchical biomarkers ðóóóóóñóóóóóò gene  biomarkers

Pathway stability:



Pathway applications to SVM discrimination
 Blue is ovarian (TCGA data - UNC vs. BI)
 Tan is breast:  Wang vs. van de Vijver
 Left two are based on hierarchically based

biomarkers
 Right two based on individual gene biomarkers



MicroRNA information

13.  MicroRNA variations

Machine learning (using SVM) has shown that miRNA
levels turn out to be crucial in predicting cancer
outcomes:

1)miRNA is more accurate method of classifying
cancer subtype than using the expression profiles
(ref: Calin and Crosce; Volinia)

the performance of TCGA ovarian  SURVIAL:
    82% miRNAs, 60% mRNA, 84% miRNA+mRNA.



Cancer: microRNA variations

  2) miRNAs regulate their target mRNA controlling
biological functions such as cellular proliferation,
differentiation, and apoptosis ( ref : Calin and
Crosce).



Cancer: microRNA variations

• Ovarian cancer data sets:



Cancer: microRNA variations
• 22 short survival patients (less than 1 year)
• 22 long survival patients (greater than 5 years)
• 799 miRNA
• 17,814 mRNA



Cancer: microRNA variations



Cancer: microRNA variations
More importantly, joint information from miRNA and

mRNA (regular microarrays) gives better information
than either alone - add the kernel matrices

K K KÐ"Ñ Ð#Ñ œ full

and use machine learning.

SVM:



Cancer: microRNA variations

Most important genes in machine learning runs:



Cancer: microRNA variations

Glioblastoma
 • Data sets
 • 24 short survival patients ( less than 150 days)
 • 23 long survival patients (greater than 700 days)
 • 534 miRNA
 • 17,530 mRNA



Cancer: microRNA variations

Result for GBM

• SVM :
 1) miRNA :72.34%(13 genes selected)
 2) mRNA : 72.34% (76~77 genes selected)

• Cox Regression
 1) miRNA : 85.11% (19 genes selected)
 2) mRNA : 74.47% (17 genes)



Cancer: microRNA variations



14.  Copy number variations in cancer



Cancer: copy number variations

Agilent copy number array



Cancer: copy number variations
     

http://www.infoquant.com/index/platform-highres
Roche Nimblegen HD2 (2.1M) Whole Genome Tiling

Array



Cancer: copy number variations
Idea:  convert 260,000 local DNA copy number

markers into gene copy number array:

 http://ki.se/ki/jsp/polopoly.jsp?d=3833&a=1349&l=en



Cancer: copy number variations
Replace a microarray with a gene copy number array

Each spot now represents gene copy number in
cancer - this is the DNA version of an RNA
microarray.

High correlation with microarray - gene expression is
proportional to gene copy number.

More authentic information for prediction of e.g.
survival time or drug response - genomic signature
of the cancer.



15.  Next step: full sequencing

The $1000 genome will yield clinical as well as
research applications.  Imagine 3 x 10  biomarkers -*

the full genome.

Extraction of relevant features now becomes crucial -
an important task for data mining and machine
learning.

Cancer genome:  broken chromosomes, multiple
copies, deletions of chromosome regions.



Construction of the cancer genome will start with
precise copy number data and algorithms which
determine maximal connected components of the
genome.

Integration of large quantities of data with RNA and
phenomic observations will have to become
standard.


